
   Item no. 

MATRIX XL Complete 304.002
4 x 5 litre buckets with handle in red, blue, green and yellow
Side storage for a mop or a broom,
laundry bag with zipper
Lockable roll-top compartment and doors

STANDARD KIT:
5-litre bucket with handle in blue  304.013
5-litre bucket with handle in red  304.014
5-litre bucket with handle in green  304.015
5-litre bucket with handle in yellow  304.016
5-litre bucket with handle in red  301.220
5-litre bucket with handle in blue  301.221
Laundry / waste bag with zipper  304.022
 
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Waste separation for MatriX / Matrix XL  304.024
Warning sign symbol (10 pieces)  302.015

The spacious Matrix XL hotel trolley with its 
two individually lockable doors and extra- 
large lockable 100 mm castors ensures safe 
and optimal mobility even at a high level of 
weight. In the large storage trays in the sea-
led interior, as well as in the upper roll-top 
compartment, care and cosmetic products 
find sufficient space. Thanks to extra-large 
storage space, it is also possible to carry a 

large volume of fresh laundry or a vacuum 
cleaner. Dirty laundry
is collected in the 120 l laundry bag and can 
be conveniently removed using the zipper. 
The standard four-bucket system can also be 
divided modularly between the roller shut-
ter compartment and the front storage tray.

TECHNICAL DATA MATRIX XL
Measurements 145 x 65 x 116 cm
Weight 38 kg

Fast and uncomplicated 
fastening system

Rubberised metal castors 
with locking brake

Large roll-top compartment in the case of the XL, with a 
tray as protection against leakage.

Remove dirt wash conveniently via a zipper.Practical support surface and storage for cleaning plans.

MatriX XL Hotel car

Front storage tray

Two stable extendible storage trays, with an adjustable 
extension height 

Large storage space, e.g. for our dry vacuum cleaners 
or bed linen















Standard four-bucket system

Universally applicable, lockable hotel car in premium quality.

Optional accessories: 

Storage tray, three-chamber set
Item no. 301.197

Storage tray, four-chamber set
Item no. 301.198
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